Welcome to the second European Cancer Moonshot Lund meeting. Last year we had the inaugural meeting with invited world-wide science leaders as speakers. It was an excellent meeting with very good presentations and we also had two of the speakers linked-up from USA which worked very well.

The intention of the European Cancer Moonshot Lund Center Summit is to follow up on our 2017 symposium, this year dedicated to the PRF-group (Patient-Relative-Friend).

An understanding between science and other sectors of the society is not only important but a key to a successful cancer fighting and cancer treatment in the future. The input from patients, relatives, and friends to the scientific community is something that we need to enhance. We have invited patients and relatives with experience of various cancer diseases aiming at introducing the experience of cancer patients progressing in disease with various treatments, and the relative involvements, supporting in these treatments, with both medical and emotional help. This PRF-summit has the ambition to be leading by example in clinical Cancer studies dedicated to Proteogenomic research and the impact of Precision Medicine and targeted treatments. From the organizing committee, we are happy that you have joined us in Lund for a meeting of aligned minds, and opportunity to build bridges between universities, companies and hospitals.

An event that we hope to be a legacy for students and professors, for physicians and Deans of medicine, and for all of us within society as well as within the clinical science community. We aim for this event to serve as a forum for a free-flow of ideas and discussions during and after the 2018 European Cancer Moonshot Lund Center Summit
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